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Structure for the next 20 min.

• Accessing the current situation
• From re-entry to re-imagination
• A few Q & A’s

Assessing the
current situation
(a few data points)

Is working from home (WFH) the next normal?
Post-Covid majority of people want the freedom to choose where they work

65%
of respondents that
Worked from Home 0
Days per week before
COVID want to
incorporate Work From
Home in the future.
Source; JLL Survey May 2020
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Globally, the most missed element of the workplace is the
human and social aspect of work
Miss working from the office?

54%

Human interactions, socializing with my colleagues

35%

31%

A professional environment supporting access to everything I need to work

29%

Collective face to-face-work, that favours common understanding, bonding...

29%

A clear distinction between personal and professional lives

23%

A daily office routine

Informal communications, that gave me the big picture of my company
An environment that helps me to focus on my job

42%

An ergonomic workstation

Not really (0-6)

Fairly (7-8)

Totally (9-10)

Q26 During your work from home period, what elements of your workplace did you miss the most ?
JLL survey, May 2020
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A good internet connection

26%
25%

23%
21%
19%

WFH has provided a heightened sense of control over
professional and personal life
Satisfaction with work performance activity

Enjoyed the most while working from home
49%

Less or no commute

45%

Flexible hours

31%

An enhanced work-life balance

81%
60%

Collaborate/work with others

29%

A peaceful environment, fitting my preferences
The ability to cook my lunch

22%

Fresh air and access to outdoor spaces

22%

Spaces to disconnect and switch-off easily

51%

Coach, mentor or manage other people

86%
80%

Think in creative/innovative ways

63%

21%

72%

Manage distractions & interventions
Management by objectives and trust

20%
40%

Fresh food, healthy drinks

20%
= Work at Home

Source; JLL Survey May 2020
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IFMA WE – Working from Home survey – May 2020

= Work at the Office

From
to
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An opportunity to flourish by reimagining
the Enterprise of the Future
Shock
Denial and
disbelief

Realization

Respond

Confront the impacts Shelter in place drives
and dynamics
workplace closures

Future-fit
resiliency planning
Parallel path to more resilient
and adaptive future state.

Implementation

Flourish

Implement the
new vision

Feed, nurture and
cultivate – thrive

Reimagination
Establish a future vision

Adaptation

Long-term re-entry planning

Shelter in place drives
workplace closures

Re-imagine workplace of the future

Workplace continuity

Interim re-entry

•
•
•

Prepare for buildings to re-open

Scale remote work program
Communication / governance
Scenario planning.

Productivity challenge
Improve productivity
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“Only a crisis – actual or perceived –
produces real change.”
Milton Friedman, Economist and Nobel Prize
Winner

Short Term Impact
Day 1 back to work will look very
different from before and the
majority of now normal practices
such as social distancing and
heightened hygiene are set to
remain

Operational priorities
Challenges for workplace teams on an unprecedented scale

Keeping employees, clients
and partners safe

Ensuring business
continuity

Dealing with the
financial implications

• Cleaning & hygiene

• Supply chain disruption

• Access & personal
temperature controls

• Office closures

• Risk of geographic or
world-wide recession

• Social distancing

76%

• Travel restrictions

• Uncertainty about duration
and severity of crisis

• Large-scale quarantines

• Cost reduction measures

% of millennials that consider a company’s social
and environmental commitments when deciding
where to work
Cone Comms. Millennial Engagement Study 2016
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89%

% of employees at companies supporting
wellbeing initiatives that are likely to recommend
their company
Globoforce Employee Recognition Survey 2018

Situational work styles at the next normal
The “workplace” should accommodate individual preference on the day
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Long Term Impact
As talent pools expand and the
location of workers becomes less
relevant, the physical office will be
seen as a extension of our lives, a
place to learn, socialise and
connect

As the work from home experience for many becomes as
important as the office experience, a shift in culture will be critical
• Managers will become virtual.
✓ Recognising excellence
✓ Encouraging proactivity and personal job crafting
✓ Supporting whole-person growth and
✓ Intentionally building and fostering relationships
• Measure productivity of outcome instead of facetime
• Speed of acceptance of this new norm will vary across
regions.

55%
% CEOs that believe lack of trust is a threat
to the growth of their organisation
PWC Global Report, 2016

3,000%
% increase in application rates for jobs
advertised as remote working friendly
Distribute Consulting Report, 2019

The ‘Hub and Club’ model will common place
All signs point towards a diverse future corporate ecosystem that may include out of
town hubs offering short individual commutes and purpose led HQs supported by
remote working

Digital

Emotional
Memories
that Matter

Physical

The ‘Hub and Club’ model should provide sophisticated
amenities across a broad range of price points that merge the
boundaries between social life and work life and create true
‘memories that matter’ by spanning emotional, physical and
digital dimensions:
EMOTIONAL: Environments that tap into your senses by how
they smell, sound, feel and look
DIGITAL: Environments that are supported with seamless and
fully integrated digital ecosystems
PHYSICAL: Environments that deliver the spaces to work,
connect, learn and socialise

Opportunity to shift space and provide flexibility!
+ Resiliency

+ Robust Tech

+ Experience
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Q&A

